
Review of 2020 Advisian Condition Report 
Summary notes by Sean Smith, AScT, June 27, 2022 

Marina inspection was conducted over 3 days in September 2020. Final report release April 2021. 
(Advisian report 317071-00038, 9 April 2021). As the Parks Board (PB) management was unwilling to 
give us a copy directly, the BCMCA requested a copy via the FOI office on August 22, 2021, the 
document was released to the BCMCA on Dec 7, 2021, with some financial details redacted. 

• Purpose of Inspection includes a statement “in order to assist in future capital planning” (p.8). 
Implies that PB should have some understanding of what “capital planning” means.  

• Included visual inspection of floats, pilings, wharf, electrical facilities, underwater inspections, 
ultrasonic thickness (UT) measurements of steel pilings, and timber drilling of wharf elements. 
Additional scope given to assess deficiencies of head floats G, and G to L.  

• Inspection of the top part of the wharf crane was specifically excluded.  
• Condition inspection of newly installed facilities (Head float G, G to L) was specifically excluded, 

instead a Deficiency Review of the project installation was requested. 
• Mention made of request to provide comment on whether an “alternative arrangement of 

fueling facilities should be considered for future rehabilitations/upgrades”, but no such 
comments given in the report. (p.9) 

Wharf: 

• Generally “Serviceable”, with some minor repairs recommended. No serious deficiencies. 
Nothing indicating any reason for concern about the crane. 

• Notes that SARRACO Crane Services undertook an assessment of the crane, including non-
destructive testing (NDT), on Feb 6, 2020. Says that motor was replaced with 2,500 lb model, to 
match crane’s rated load. 

• Advisian “understands that marina staff are not trained to utilize the davit crane”. Mentions if 
“no future plans to use the crane, recommend that CoV consider removing it.” 

Head Floats: 

• AA-E – minor repairs to spalled concrete, missing timber stringer. 
• G float at ramps – warped walers due to grounding. Recommend dredging. Does not note any 

difficulty in the ability to get permission to dredge. 
• G-L – Moderate list noted due to weight of large electrical distribution panel (though noted as 

“outside scope”) 
• R-T – Corrosion on bolts and plates at R-T connection, some cross-section loss (CSL) already on 

new steel pilings. 

Main Floats: 

• Most floats: various minor deficiencies, including loose / rotting walers, connection plates & 
hinges, missing wear pads on mooring wells, listing floats, etc.  

• Float E – Add anti-skid to slippery metal panels. 



• Generally recommends “consider phased refurbishment program of floats” in several cases. (AA, 
B, I, J, L, M). (This would imply the need for a capital plan). 

• Floats L, M in worst shape, even with repairs will see short remaining lifespan. 
• “Definitive cause of listing has not been determined”. Speculation given that it may be due to 

warping of timber wales, elongated bolt holes, loss of buoyancy in pontoons. Counterweights do 
not appear to be working. 

Piles: (6 piles of concern noted) 

• Float AA – Recommend replace pile #6 due to 90% CSL due to marine borer cavities. 
• Float B – Recommend replace pile #8 due to 90% CSL due to marine borer. 
• Float L – Recommend replace pile at slip 20/21  due to 50% CSL due to marine borer. 
• Float M – Recommend replace pile at slip 4/5  due to 50% CSL due to marine borer. Replace pile 

on north side due to 75% CSL due to marine borer. 
• Float N – Recommend replace pile at slip 11/13  due to 50% CSL due to marine borer. 

Boat Launch Ramp: 

• Re-paving recommended. 

Electrical: 

A large part of the report was dedicated to electrical issues. 

• Electrical hardware mostly circa 1982. 
• Heavy marine growth on cables in water believed to be causing insulation to pull free from cable 

glands. (many instances) 
• Unsupported vertical cables, need to be clamped.  
• Many locations where cables recommended to be replaced, or ends re-terminated with new 

glands. 
• Some circuit breakers inside boxes found to be not GFCI protected (about half). Many instances 

of arc pitting and burning found on outlets. 
• Most boxes not CSA rated. 
• Loose escutcheon panels, damaged boxes, other defects.  
• L float electrical in particularly poor condition. 
• Cable runs, trays, bends at ramps found to be improperly installed, at risk of falling off. 

(including newly installed hardware from the G, G-L head float project). 
• P. 225: “Tim has a plan to upgrade F float to 30A service”, and agreed that cable submerged for 

20+ years should be replaced. During the inspection, marina users noted to Advisian staff that 
electrical concerns are an issue here. 

G, G to L Head Float Project Deficiencies: 

• No support for water line on ramp 
• Access panels loose, missing bolts 
• Small holes in concrete surface, hairline cracks. 



• No fixed connections to other floats. Blue Water’s “snubber solution” ineffective at dealing with 
storm conditions. Movement of floats affecting electrical and water connections. 

• Tripping hazards at transition plates. 
• Electrical pedestals loose, not draining, loose light shields. 
• NOTE (by S. Smith): No mention made of prematurely failing paint coatings on new steel piles. 

No mention of lack of cathodic protection for steel piles. Seems to have been “out of scope”?  

General: 

• Advisian comments that “Marine structures typically designed for service life of 25 years”, but 
not uncommon to see 50 to 75 year old structures with ongoing inspection, maintenance, and 
repair programs. 

• “Failure to continue the ongoing inspection, maintenance and repair work may result in reduced 
service life”. 

• Mentions that if repair projects at Heather are combined into a single contract with Burrard 
Civic, some cost savings could be realized. 

• Record drawings attached to the report appear to be partially corrupted. (several examples of 
text/font problems rendering parts unreadable). Suspect FOI office mis-handled files when 
converting to PDF. 

Repair costs: 

• Individual component costs redacted. However, Total Estimates are given.  
o P1 (Immediate Repair): $14,000 
o P2 (Short Term, i.e. within 12 months of date of report): $391,500 
o P3 (Medium Term, i.e. within 36 months): $132,000 
o P4 (Monitor only, re-inspect or repair within 60 months) 

Total: $537,500 

Includes contingency of 30%, Engineering 15%. Does not include taxes, permit costs. 

Wharf and Crane Recommendations: 

Advisian was asked to quote on 3 options: 

1. Remove Wharf and Crane 
This option would trigger a need for shoreline repairs.  

Cost: $156,000 

2. Replace with new structure 
Very expensive, involving steel piles, concrete cap and deck structure. 

Cost: $1,032,000 

3. Repair 
Replace like-for-like. Not in accordance with current codes, but would be serviceable to 
original purposes. Design life = 10 years. Includes repairs to crane. 

Cost: $160,000 (note: about same cost as removal!) 


